Next, find a picture of a landscape with a tree stump in it. This picture is very dark on one side and very light on the other. Can you spot the man planting seeds on the dark side? In this wordsearch puzzle search up, down and diagonally to find some of the things in the painting.
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Okay, it’s time to move on. Can you find a picture of a man holding an arrow? Let’s draw a mustache on his face here on this page.

Keep in mind to complete this mission you will have to look very closely at the art and observe even the smallest details.

Remember… Good art agents don’t leave fingerprints because the natural oils on your fingers can stain and damage the surfaces. Please help us preserve the works of art by not touching them!

Congratulations!
You are a true art detective.

Have Fun!
Walk around the museum to see if you can find a painting of a long bridge.

In art, this type of painting is called a landscape. This landscape shows a place that the artist liked to visit on his vacations to Italy. What place do you like to visit? Draw your answer here:

Next, find a picture of a white flower.
This flower is a magnolia. It is placed on a red tablecloth. Look at the color wheel. Can you find the color red? What color is opposite it on the color wheel?

Colors that are located opposite each other on the color wheel are called **complementary colors.** Whenever complementary colors, such as red and green, are placed next to each other, something incredible happens. The red appears redder and the green appears greener.

Walk around the galleries to see if you can find a picture of people playing a game.
Great, you found it! The game they are playing is Blindman's Buff where one person is blindfolded and has to catch the other players. What's a game you like to play? Write your answer here:

Okay, next find a picture of a fortress on a mountain.
Wow! How would you get up there? List your ideas here:

Good job! This artist liked to paint the inside of churches. Look at all these people. How many dogs can you find? Write your answer here: